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What did students do in their free time this year? They
attended Homecoming, plays, concerts and lectufes. They
found ways of getting educated besides the usual one of
sitting in the library reading a book. They explored the Pacific
Northwest; they listened to speakers; they presented their
own endeavors to entertain others. Sometimes they just
relaxed and had fun. This section attempts to record most of
what many students encountered in events open to the entire
campus. A lot happened this year; if you were bored,now you
can see what you missed.














Pages 6 and 7, clockwise from above: Gail Ritch helps out during registration. Debbie
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Arriving: find the right dorm, meet your first room ¬
mate, attempt to get some lunch at the SUB, go through
freshman testing, and throughout that first day, worry;
not just about your own mistakes, but also about those
your parents might make.
This year, the first day of orientation included the
parents. While freshmen took tests on fundamental
academic skills, parents were told how to actively
support their sons' and daughters’ education by Pre¬
sident Phibbs and the University Vice Presidents. In the
afternoon parents and students attended the reception
at the President's house. Then, as the parents departed,
the Class of 1980 received their official welcome in
Baker Stadium from President Phibbs during which he
expounded on the ideal of “ education for a lifetime' '.
The rest of orientation week emphasized recreational
activities, highlighted by Tuesday’ s cruise to Blake
Island. While some participated in Greek rushing, a
crowd of 375 students received an outstanding initia ¬
tion to the Pacific Northwest with a beautiful day at
Tillicum Village, which included a clambake, a salmon
dinner and authentic Indian dancers.
Other activities during the busy week of adjustment
included excursions to Tacoma Mall and Pike Place
Market, a boogie, two campus flicks, an activities fair
and picnic, the second annual munchies, crunchies,










Page 8 and 9,clockwise from right,the weather, the sights, the Sound,












In the emerald area that lies between the Olympics
. . . and the Cascade Range . . . temperatures are mild
and even. But during the autumn and winter months it is
not unusual for precipitation to fall on five of every
seven days. And when it is not raining, still the gray is
pervasive; the sun a little boiled potato in a stew of dirty
dumplings; the fire and light and energy of the cosmos
trapped somewhere far behind that impenetrable slug-
belly sky. . . .
It is a landscape in a minor key. A sketchy panorama
where objects, both organic and inorganic, lack well
defined edges and melt together in a silver-green blur.
. . . It is a poetic setting, one which suggests inner
meanings and invisible connections. *
rm
\
Excerpt from ANOTHER ROADSIDE ATTRACTION by Tom Robbins.
Copyright ® 1971 by Thomas E. Robbins. Reprinted by permission of
Doubleday & Company, Inc.
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Fall Features Follies, Lectures, Sunshine
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Pages 10 and 11, clockwise from right: Slick Simonson gets
dunked at Freddie’s Follies. Doug McArthur, Paul Wallrof, Don
Zech and Casey Sander auction off Zeke Schuldt as he suffers on
the stage at the Follies. The view from Mount Rainier. Russel
Steele, Cindy Deale and Gail Yoshiba eat licorice on Mount
Rainier. Reverend Melvin Finkbeiner mediates discussion of
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Fall activities attracted participants according to
diverse personal interests and moods.
The Wilderness House took advantage of the ex¬
traordinary warm fall sunshine by sponsoring two hikes,
one to Mount Rainier to see the sunrise and the other to
enjoy the beautiful autumn colors in the Cascades.
Thirty students left campus on Friday, September 24,
and camped in Rainier National Park. Getting up before
the crack of dawn, they hiked from Paradise to Panor¬
ama Point overlooking the Nisqually glacier. From there
they saw the mountain slowly turn from purple to pink
as it reflected the colors of the rising sun. On October
23, fifteen people hiked through the Cascades to Lake
Lillian, taking the day to enjoy the weather and the
trees and the quiet.
For sports fans and to benefit the cheerleaders, the
athletic department presented the second annual Fred¬
die's Follies and Hot Air Spirit Installation on September
30. This year's program featured some of UPS's most
talented students: the Hawaiian Fire Dancers, vocalists
Debbie Tarbuck, Brian Steberl and Dave Hall, and
Athletic Director Doug McArthur as Fred Fawtsongool.
For the finale, the audience bid for the privilege of
dunking such campus personalities as President Phibbs,
ASB Vice President Fred Grimm, Colonel James Kautz,
Trainer Zeke Schuldt, and several coaches. The highest
bid of $25.00 went for football Coach Paul Wallrof .
The evening earned the Logger cheerleaders $150.00
to help pay their expenses for away games.
This year's Palmer lecturers, Drs. Thomas Trotter and
Bruce Birch spoke on their respective themes of
"Reclaiming the Ministry” and "Reclaiming Old Tes¬












The third week of the semester found student com¬
mittees frantically planning for an unusually early
Homecoming. The entire week offered many activities
and provided students with all sorts of excuses for
getting away from their studies.
On Wednesday the Goofy Goose supplied his new
ice cream bar for an eating and naming contest which
attracted forty contestants and 100 spectators to the
music quad. Champion pig, Andy Knight, won fifty
dollars for his off-campus living group. Carrie Mayes
won a semester's supply of the treat for naming it
“Munchie Magic.” On Thursday four teams comprised
of forty people raced to produce a list of odds and ends
in the scavenger hunt. The Thetas and the off campus
students split the ultimate prize of a pitcher of beer for
finding the most items. Fifty people stayed until 4:00
a.m. for the eight hours of movies in the Fieldhouse on
Friday night.
The day of the big game started off with a spirit
parade. Entries reflecting the theme ‘‘Way Out West”
and their police escort wound their way around the
campus to Baker Stadium amidst wind and rain. At
kick-off time a rowdy crowd filled the stands to witness
the Loggers’ easy victory (37-0) over Humboldt State.
Halftime entertainment included the announcement that
the King and Queen were Wayne Brown and Keoni
Cook, recognition of President Phibbs’ 45th birthday
and the final exciting heats of the Great Race. R. J.
Secor and Bart Hawkins, representing the Language
House Program and Owens House hopped, tricycled
and slid around the track in two minutes, 57 seconds to
win enough money to buy a keg of beer.
Saturday evening the week slowly wound to a close
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Pages 12 and 1 3, clockwise from
left: The Homecoming crowd. Car¬
rie Mayes checks her scavenger
hunt list. Rich Hanson and Wyatt
Baker protect themselves from the
wind. Jill McLean and Deanna
Nichols ride in the parade. Brenda
Ewing plunges into her ice cream.
Wayne Brown and Keoni Cook
are king and queen. R. J. Secor
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Carla Mary Ann Voelker
Rona Madge Montgomery
Mark Tom Reinert
Director Thomas F. Somerville
Designer Jerry Hooker
Costume Designer Jerry D. Allen
Assistant Director Deb Vincent
Pages 14 and 15, clockwise from above: Madge Montgomery, Tom
















The Inside Theatre presented Robert Patrick's award
winning “Kennedy's Children’’ as their fall production.
The play represented a new style of drama at UPS
called fragmentation. It consisted of a series of personal
experiences remembered aloud by five patrons in a bar.
Each character represented a different aspect of life in
the sixties. The cast visited bars and observed how
people who are alone conduct themselves. In “Ken¬
nedy's Children," the playwright demands that absolu¬
tely no interaction occurs between the actors. Not being
allowed to react to anyone else’s thoughts or feelings
created a difficult and lonely acting experience. Each
member of the cast found it disconcerting.
Director Thomas F. Somerville chose the play
because he felt “ it had something to say to students at
UPS.” Each audience responded differently. Of the five
performances, four attracted a full house. On closing
night the audience did not leave at the end of the last
act. They remained in their seats, clearly stimulated by
the fine performance, discussing not who the star was
or what mistakes had been made, but rather the
meaning and content of the play.
Events 15


















Campus Showcase brought many Northwest artists




Hour Glass Jazz and Rock
Obrador Latin Percussion and Jazz
Vonne Griffin Blues
Roto Rock
Steve Seskin Country Western and Folk
Family Circus Skits and Stunts
Green River Music Company Show Music
Linda Waterfall Jazz and Popular
Air Brush Jazz
Broham Soul and Rock
Blue Port News Blue Grass and Popular
Rachael Faro Vocalist
John Hyatt Folk
Ross Hamilton Slide Show
At-
Events 17
Halloween is really a childlike holiday with its trick-
or-treating, pumpkin carving, costumes and masks.
Yet, UPS students found they enjoyed participating in
the traditional antics at the end of a long week of mid¬
terms. Tired minds created ingenious costumes and
parties abounded. Students transformed pumpkins into
Jack-o-laterns during study breaks. The Sigma Chis
converted their residence into a haunted house. The
Tacoma Fire Department threatened to close it for vio¬
lating the fire code by putting candles in pumpkins.
Unfortunately,Monday came after Sunday and the















Pages 1 8 and 19, clockwise from above: Kendall Zelmar looks for his
next victim. Paula Greenstreet and Dave Barnes laugh at John Camp¬
bell’s pacifier. Jill Bowman and Erika Judson attack a pumpkin. Ralph
Fry consideres his next OPEC transaction. Ann Scott wonders about
the tin man, Dave Slade.
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Pages 20 and 21, clockwise from above: President Phibbs listens closely to John Spell¬
man. Dixy Lee Ray, gubernatorial candidate, fields questions with mixed results. John
Spellman attracts a huge crowd. Slade Gordon talks to a few students interested in his







On November 2 most UPS students had the opportu¬
nity to help determine the next President of the U.S. The
choice: Republican incumbent Gerald Ford and his run¬
ning mate Robert Dole or Democrat peanut farmer Jimmy
Carter and Fritz Mondale. For the first time in years the
candidates debated the issues on national television. The
last of the three confrontations was projected onto a
seven foot screen in the SUB lounge for an audience of
over 250 students. Professors Leroy Annis, Carl Clave-
detscher and Craig Gunter discussed what one called,
“ the parallel interrogation that was created by the
media.’’ Their comments were lively and opinions flowed
freely.
Candidates for the gubernatorial race deemed Wash¬
ington voters at UPS numerous enough to visit the campus
for some campaigning. Dixy Lee Ray and John Spellman
spoke to large student audiences concerned with becom¬
ing informed voters.
It seemed a decidedly boring, apathetic election year
at UPS until that evening when so many moaned, “That
























Pages 22 and 23, clock¬
wise from above: William
Colby faces a questioning
audience. Linda Gallup
gets shot. Jackie Finch
considers a print. Multi¬
tudes of pots await pur¬
chasers. A poster reveals
everything that is in a can
of corn. Professor Eileen
Solie and Peter Orser








As November got underway students found numer¬
ous pastimes that continued to keep them away from
their books. One group quit just complaining and ac¬
tually got involved in doing something about the qual¬
ity of the SUB food. Peter and Julie and Lynn and Jane
and June and Bob began working with Mr. Grimwood
to provide students with information on healthy eating
habits with the eventual goal of making a significant
change in the style of food service. They put up posters
and sponsored speakers to teach students about nutri¬
tion and make them aware of what they eat.
Others wanting to maintain their health took advan¬
tage of free swine flu shots on November 17 to avoid
the predicted epidemic. Two weeks later the shots
were banned because they caused paralysis in a few
recipients. By February no cases of swine flu had oc-
cured but the shots were resumed because they also
contained the necessary Victoria A vaccine.
On November 1 1 the Lectures Committees brought
former CIA Director William Colby to the UPS field-
house. He told an audience of 400 that although spies
do exist, the U.S. "has an intelligence which has been
brought under the law.”
The semi-annual pot and print sale on December 3
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Described by the playwright as “ A Trivial Comedy for
Serious People," the Inside Theatre’s production of Oscar
Wilde’s ‘‘The Importance of Being Earnest” delighted au¬
diences with its satiric insight into the devious behavior
lurking behind high society manners in turn of the century
England.





Hon. Gwendolyn Fairfax ..
Cecily Cardew
Miss Prism
Rev. Canon Chasuble, D.D
Merriman
Regisseur












Mr. Richard M. Tutor
Mr. Jerry D. Allan
Mr. Robert Bigelow
Mr. Jerry Hooker
Pages 24 and 25, clockwise from above: Merriman makes an announce¬
ment. The entire cast lives happily ever after. John tells Chasuble and
Miss Prism of his brother' s death. Lady Bracknell and Gwendolyn chat.
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/ j*r\ ..Pages 26 and 27, clockwise from above: Bonnie Mangus decorates a
German Christmas tree. Milena Vracaric and Ty Morris introduce the en¬
tertainment. Carolina Thomas dances. Karen Mallory cannot communi¬
cate with her foreign rescuers, Donna Stock and Olivier Bodart. Gerrit
van Huisstede, Olivier and their friend from Seattle present the Dutch
students’ finale. Carmen Thomas represents Guatemala. Wilfried Esser
reads from his Sinter Klaas book.
26 Events
International Festival Has Holiday Theme
Over 100 people participated in the exhibits, enter¬
tainment,dinner and dance for this year' s International
Festival. The International Club sponsors the annual
event to provide the UPS community with a view of the
culture in foreign lands. This year’s festival featured a
theme of foreign holiday celebrations appropriate for
the Christmas season.
The program included a dinner of foreign foods, fol¬
lowed by exhibits representing twelve countries in the
SUB lounge. Two hours of music, skits, a fashion show
and a slide presentation drew an audience of over
200. Topping off the evening, the Carribean Super-
stars provided exciting music for dancing and a limbo












As the holiday season approached, perfected, polished sounds
issued forth from the music building. Four concerts were presented
during the two weeks prior to finals. On December 1, the Sym¬
phonic Band’s diverse program attracted 400 people to Kilworth
Chapel. Alfred Reed' s exciting “ Symphony for Brass and Per¬
cussion” highlighted the evening. The Jazz Ensemble presented an
evening of blues, disco and contemporary rock for their winter con¬
cert. One of their most impressive pieces, “Spain” by Chick Corea,
featured the outstanding improvisational talents of the rhythm sec¬
tion, including a solo by Steve Wehmhoff on vibes.
On December 5 the UPS-Tacoma Choral Society and Orchestra,
conducted by Edward Hansen, featured a program of two religious
pieces, “The Christmas Story” by Heinrich Schutz and “Rejoice,
Emmanuel Shall Come” by Louie L. White. Lucille Reeck, Michael
Deviny, and Professors Margaret Myles and Thomas Goleeke sang
the solo parts. The Madrigals 25th Annual Program of Christmas
Music ran for five nights. A full house attended each performance,
for a total attendance of 1525. Professor Bruce Rodgers directed
the 16 member choir in 24 Christmas melodies, blending voices in
intricate harmony and rhythm. One of their special guests, Amy
Griffith, played “Chansons de Noel” on the marimba. Hers was
one of the numerous solos to which the audiences reacted enthusi¬
astically.
Pages 28 and 29, clockwise from right: Allen Frische plays in the Jazz Ensemble.
Cheryl Welch and Leslie Taylor await their entrance. The Symphonic Band’s flautists
pipe away. Jazz Ensemble conductor Charles Pendleton announces the next number.
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Pages 30 and 31, clockwise from above: John Smith concentrates in the li¬
brary. Genevieve Chandler, Doug Gillespie, Keith Nakamura and Rick John¬
son wrap gifts during Santa’s workshop. Ted Parker’ s Christmas tree. Jim Ma¬
her struggles to comprehend organic chemistry. The Cellar appears lonely.





















The month of December immediately conjures up
two images in the students' minds: Christmas and fi¬
nals. What a dichotomy! The first is to be enjoyed, the
second, endured. Christmas demands celebration,
preparation, and introspection. Finals demand investi¬
gation (What have I been doing in this course?), prep¬
aration (How many books were we supposed to have
read?), and finally, celebration (Whew!).
These four pages are dedicated to the two simulta¬
neous events. For the holiday season Student Activities
sponsored Santa’s workshop where jewelry and orna¬
ments could be made and wrapped, others sponsored
parties, and the Spurs held their annual candle-lighting
ceremony and banquet. For finals, students did the
same things they always, do, they faked, prayed, tri¬









Pages 32 and 33, clockwise from above: George Miller finishes finals in the music
building. Tara Booth gets a rest from reading. Arlene Libby and Myra Stanton find
Santa (Bob Denomy) very jolly at Mary Longland’s party for RA’s. Lloyd Zimmerman
constructs ornaments at Santa’s workshop. Two students make jewelry at the work¬
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Left Page: Brian Lomheim takes advantage of his fa¬
ther’s Honda. A St. Patrick's student visits UPS. A tired
bug visits Union Avenue. This Page: AL bicycles chat.
Gina Innocenti travels in style. Alice Robinson and
Donna Stock join the herds of joggers. Nate Kester


















Gliding along through fresh snow, finding breath¬
taking views, pausing for lunch in the silent winter
scene: students and professors felt very far from the
hassles of campus while crosscountry skiing. Many stu¬
dents come to UPS just to "get away from it all" by
escaping to nearby beaches and mountains. This
year' s new wilderness house program, funded by the
ASUPS, was designed to make outings available to all
students. Problems with advanced planning and public¬
ity limited its effectiveness, but several hikes, a couple
crosscountry ski trips, the alpine filmfest, an REI dem¬
onstration, John Roskelly's slide presentation of the as¬
cent of Nanda Devi, and camping trips did attract par¬
ticipants.




Pages 36 and 37, clockwise from above: Tony Herdener enjoys the
refreshing exercise. Professor Del Langbauer pauses to puff on his
pipe. Professor Langbauer, Jim Dow, Bobbie Mayer, LynnEllen John¬
son and Greg Rolf ski through Sourdough Gap above Sheep Lake.
Jim Springer concentrates on form. LynnEllen Johnson, Paul Baugher,
Professor Langbauer and Rebecca Skelton relax during lunch. The
view of Notches Peak near Chinook Pass is one of many such vistas
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Weekly events in Cellar X gave local artists and UPS
students the opportunity to perform. An occasional
open mike attracted adventurous musicians wanting to
share their talents. Performers include:
The Evan Groom Trio Electric Jazz
Eric Park Folk and Country
Paul David Country
Mary Litchfield Folk
Mauris Harla and Tim Noah Folk
Slade and Friends Blues and Dixie
Keith Hardin Folk
Paul “Big Red” Wilson and Joe Folk and Country
Dennis Hope Ventriloquist
Brian Butler andMartha Windgate ..Blues and Folk Pop
Bill Watters Magician








Pages 38 and 39, clockwise from above: Cheryl and Scott accompany Slade.
Kathy Rockway waits for her cue. The Evan Groom Trio warms up. Carol Guynes
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In just four weeks Professor Thomas Goleeke’s win-
terim class prepared and presented two complete,
short operas. The cast of ‘‘The Wandering Scholar,”
by Gustav Holst, (page 42) made opera come alive for
delighted audiences. A wandering scholar upsets a
monk' s plans to seduce a farmer 's young wife with up¬
roarious results. Careful orchestration completed the
lively presentation of the comical farce.
The second work, Henry Purcell' s ‘‘Dido and
Aenaes,” was, in contrast, an oppressive tragedy.
Dido, the legendary Queen of Carthage, is doomed to
suicide by three witches because of her love for the
wanderer Aenaes. The opera featured harpsichord mu¬
sic, a chorus and high school dancers.
Professor Goleeke hoped the opera theatre made
opera more accessible and enjoyable to the campus
community, as well as providing a tremendously worth¬
while stage experience for undergraduate musicians.
Cast of Dido and Aenaes
Dido,Queen of Carthage Freda Herseth
Belinda,a lady in waiting Karen Robbins
First Woman, First Witch, Spirit Kimberly Swennes
Aenaes Howard Knickerbocker
Sorceress Ellen Palmer
Second Witch Susan Skelton






Pages 40 and 41, clockwise from above: The Witches plot Dido’s death. Dido real¬
izes her fate. Aeneas and Dido enjoy their blossoming love. Professor Goleeke con¬



































ORCHESTRA: Eileen Lande, Sylvia
Lang, Dan Athearn, Karol Bredberg,
Amy Griffith, Kerrin Hopkins, Tina
McClellan, Karen Bredberg, Robert
Baker, Lawrence Ebert, Keith Wood,
Susan Saltvick, William Sims, Laura
Wood,Robert Sprinkle, Janice Ball.
CHORUS: Carol Guynes, Joni Bel-
ler, Robin Stovall, Carol Nilsen,
Cathy Nilsen, Sheri Day, David
Small, Kurt Spitzer, Eric Anderson,
Bradley Goodson, Rick McNutt:
DANCERS: Sue Barrett, Susie Evans,
Gail Giske, Tracy Gallaghan, Karen





Louis,a farmer Michael Rogers
Alison,his wife April James
Father Philippe James Garber













The month of January provided a break in the regu¬
lar academic schedule and students had time to fill
with less intellectual pursuits. Steve Powell gave jug¬
gling lessons to both the skilled and the uncoordinated.
Maiya, an accredited bellydance instructer, taught the
ancient art of Beledi as exercise and recreation to any¬
one brave enough to try (next page). New state laws
allowed bingo games to take place in the SUB lounge.
A group of 50 students learned about the art of mak¬
ing wine on their tour of the San Michelle winery spon¬
sored by the Dean of Students.
A standing room only crowd came to hear “Mr.
Wallstreet Week,” Louis Rukeyser analyze the econ¬
omy and Jimmy Carter saying, “Up to now, Jimmy
Carter, to be sure and to be fair, has undeniably been
selling the most successful new product of the 1 970' s.
I call it political litmus paper."
Of course, there was still more free time and many
spent it in front of a television set watching soap op¬




















Pages 42 and 43, clockwise from left: Eric Anderson practices his juggling. Ali¬












Pages 44 and 45, clockwise from above: Al¬
len Frische competes for Mr. Logger. Dede
VanDyke tries to play four bingo cards at
once. Two girls learn the hip movements for
belly dancing. Matt Silverman and Becky
White call out numbers for bingo. Belly dance
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Things kept sort of happening as usual at UPS. The
special events committee sponsored another activity in
February which a number of students attended. The 25
who showed up for the leathercraft workshop busily
designed, pounded, and dyed cow skin onto key rings,
key cases, bookmarks, and luggage tags for Mom and
Dad and all of their friends.
Those who attended the performance of the “ Royal
Lichtenstein Circus” could not take anything home
when it was over, but boy, oh boy, did they have fun.
Things also happened in the Cellar. Under the new
management of the Antique Sandwich Company there
was a new tasty menu and new high prices. The Black
Student Union presented a late evening's entertain¬
ment in the Cellar in recognition of Black History
Month. The program included interpretive readings,
soulful music and excerpts from D.T. Ward ' s play,
“ Day of Absence.”
Pages 46 and 47, clockwise from left: Chris
Carletti and Scott Jackson get into the act at
the circus. The BSU presents parts of a play. A
student concentrates at the leather workshop.
The circus ringmaster introduces his bird. The






















After a glorious headstart, three wins in the first
four games, the UPS women' s volleyball team spent
the season battling their way to an increasing number
of losses. The seasonal record was seven and twenty.
The winning games were played against Everett Com¬
munity College ( 17-15, 16-14, 15-6), Linfield College
(15-9, 15-4), Willamette University (15-10, 15-5),
and Pacific Lutheran University in two games ( 15-13,
15-5 and 14-16, 16-14, 15-10, 7-15, 15-12). Ten
spikers lettered at the end of the season. The team
voted Lea Nequette as Most Valuable Player, Cindy
Connally as Most Improved Player, and Adrienne Mu-
roda as Most Inspirational Player.
Left to Right, Front to Back: Lea Nequette *, Cheryl
Harrison, Chris Larsen*, Coach Roberta Wilson, Jan
Bolerjack *, Adrienne Muroda, Shaun McGillicuddy *,
Shirley Moss, Rochelle Brosseau*, Cindy Connally *,
Tracy Niau*, Bebe Adams *, Alice Sigurdson*, Debbie
Lum*. (‘indicates letter awarded)
Above Left: Alice delivers a serve.
Sports 81
Men's Basketball
Logger basketball grew to be of increasing interest
to UPS students, professors, alumni and administrators
and to Tacoma residents during the 1976-1977 sea¬
son. Thousands of fans came to cheer on the cagers as
they drove throughout the season to remain in posses¬
sion of their NCAA Championship. By the middle of
February the men had racked in seventeen wins and
only five losses with a twelve win record over small
college opponents. The home court game against Port¬
land State was one of many examples of Logger
power as the team fought to the very end for an ex¬
citing eighty-six to eighty-four victory in overtime.
Junior forwards from last years team, Tim Evans and
Rick Walker, maintained their score making reputa¬
tions on the court. This dynamic duo continually made
baskets numbering in the twenties and thirties in each
game. Senior guard Mark Wells saved many a match
with his record holding free throw ability. The new cen¬
ter, sophomore Phil Hiam, stepped into his role with in¬
creasing skill and Rocky Botts and Brian Steberl turned
in noteworthy performances during the Logger season.
Lett to Right: Caoch Don Zech,Mark Wells, Mike Kuntz, Rick Walker,
Tim Evans, Steve Freimuth, Gordy Lange, Phil Hiam, Mike Hanson,
Rocky Botts, Brian Steberl, Matt McCully, assistant Coach Dave
Lindstrom.
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Upper Left: Tim Evans works on a tip shot. Left: Steve Freimuth sends
a jump shot. Above: Mark Wells drives toward the hoop.
Sports 83
y
Right: Phil Hiam shoots a jumper. Below Left: Matt
McCully works on defense. Below Right: Rick Walker
drives for the basket.
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Below: Tim Evans in a usual stance. Right: GordyLange waits for the rebound. Below Right: The drivefor the basket.
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The 1976-1977 women’s basketball season was in-
gnited by two talented freshmen, Karen Esary and Lea
Nequette. These newcomers were joined by nine
women from last year's squad. All would gain from
more experience on the court. Key assist maker Peggy
Boyle returned after an early season injury to help di¬
rect the team. With the tallest starter at 5'7” in plat¬
form basketball shoes, defense became an integral
part of the game. The big “D" stood for the sisters on
the team, Celia McKay and Colleen McKay-Wells. The
squad' s hustle and never die attitude was exemplified
in play by Alice Sigurdson,Char Davenport, Karen and
Lea. Marcia Desy complimented the team effort with
her shooting ability, and the strong rebounding of Barb
Young provided value under the boards. First year
players Adrienne Muroda, Cheryl Harrison, Janet Bell,
Nancy Fronk, Rochelle Brosseau, Cindy Connally and
Kim Kirsner rounded out the team.
A winning atmosphere prevailed throughout the sea¬
son despite a discouraging win-loss record. In spite of
the disadvantages of height and lack of experience the
year was one that built skills for the future of women’s
basketball. Success was measured intrinsically by each
of the participants.
Far Right: Colleen McKay-Wells prepares for a jump
ball as Marcia Desy and Lea Nequette await the tip.
First Row, Left to Right: Cheryl Harrison, Kim Kirsner, Alice Sigurd¬
son, Char Davenport, Marcia Desy, Barb Young.
Back Row, Left to Right: Coach Ev Goldberg, Peggy Boyle, Celia
McKay, Nancy Fronk, Janet Bell, Karen Esary, Colleen McKay-Wells,
Lea Nequette.
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Women's
Basketball
“ You must learn day by day, year by year,
to broaden your horizons. The more things
you love, the more you are interested in, the
more you enjoy, the more you are indignant






Above Left: Barb Young and Janet Bell go for
the ball against Olympic C.C. Left: Karen Es-
ary receives a bounce pass. Above: Char




The men swimmers brought in a winning season of
seven wins and five losses by February despite their
difficulties in swimming against teams from larger
schools. Coach Duncan described his team as a
“ strong one” and cited their meets again it the U of O
as Central Washington as examples of their ability. Al¬
though the meets were losing ones the competition was
keen even through the last relay. This indicated, the
coach said, the increasing strength of intercollegiate
swimming. Four men qualified for Nationals. Pictured
at right with Coach Duncan and Pete Tomellato, they
are Brian Budsberg, Dan Seeyle, Scott Wilson and
Russ Wigglesworth.
Front: Brian Budsberg.
Second Row, Left to Right: Jeff Swenson, Steve Web¬
ster, Ernie Peterson, Russ Wigglesworth, Pete Tonel-
lato, Dan Webster.
Third Row, Left to Right: Coach Don Duncan, Mike
McGoorty, Brian Boettcher, Jack Rataezyk, Dale Eh-
renheim, Scott Allen.
Fourth Row, Left to Right: Mike Reed, Scott Wilson,
Ken Bobko, Dan Seelye (defending national cham¬
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Front, Left to Right: Valerie Gigandet, Kathy Ku-
rfess, Dani Wong, Helen Hoenig, Cathy Heisler.
Back, Left to Right: Colleen McKinney, JoAnn
Moore (team captain), Robin Seilk, Karen Swanson,
Jodi Pulicicchio,Rachel Taylor,Coach Phil Moseley.
A paper airplane contest and the Rose Meet tou¬
ched off a season that proved to one of great im¬
provement for the UPS women swimmers. The long
meet against Willamette was a memorable one for
the athletes as the men and women of four schools
met and competed in alternate events. Four women,
Cathy Heisler, Robin Sielk, Karen Swanson and
JoAnn Moore qualified for Regionals. Cathy Heisler
also clocked in Nationals qualifying times in the 50












The UPS men’s cross country team performed no¬
tably throughout the season from September to No¬
vember, placing in the first through eighth spots in
meets ranging in competitive numbers from four to
twenty-two teams. The highlight of the season was
again the UPS Invitational when our harriers placed
first out of four teams. They beat all of the teams in
the State with the exceptions of UW, WSU, Highline
Community, Spokane Community and Central Wash¬
ington. Jim Smith and team captain Don Greco were
cited for their steady performances in competition.
Front, Left to Right: Jim Smith, Steve Miner, Don
Greco, (team captain), Brian Brouillet, Mark Brow.
Back, Left to Right: Coach Guy Renfro, Tim Love, Rich¬
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Women's
Cross Country
Front: Left to Right: Ann Darnall, Jerilee June,
Kathy Shaw, Jean Selzer, Becky Skelton.
Back, Left to Right: Coach Dawn Bowman, Helen
Scott, Kathy Corrigan, Renee Trucksess, Celeste
Brilhante, Louise Gorsuch, Colleen MacKinney.
The UPS women harriers spent their season run¬
ning with what coach Dawn Bowman, as quoted in
the TRAIL, called “ tremendous individual perfor¬
mances.” The women placed fifth in a UW In¬
vitational in October and moved on to an end-of-
season eighth in a larger field of twenty-five oppo¬
nents in the NCWSA Regional Cross-Country Cham¬
pionships. Rennee Trucksess was continually noted
for her outstanding times on the courses. In taking
up the momemtum from last year the squad is mov¬
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Top of Page: The lineup at the Simon Fraser game.
Above Central: Dan Turner elevates a corner kick in defense of UPS’ goal. Dave Cottier, Peter Neidecker, Peter Most, DaveStevens, Ken Tallquist, Russell Steele and Martin Withington assist.
Above Left: Gary Culbertson marks the man.
Above: Rick Cabral clears the ball with assistance from Hans Ulland, Francis Hind, Russell Steel and Peter Most.
m
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Back row, Left to Right: Assistant Coach Frank Gallo, Doug
Robert, Gary Culbertson, Dave Stevens, Martin Withington,
Peter Most, Ken Tallquist,Dan Turner, Oliver Bodart, Kurt Al-
vernaz, Jeff Wright, Dave Cottier, Ted Parker and Coach
Bruce Arena. Front Row, Left to Right: Francis Hind, Rick Ca¬
bral, Hans Ulland, Jim Lekas, Mike, Russell Steele (Team
Captain), Earl Nausid, Warren Martin, Peter Nedecker, and
Dave Chapman.
The UPS booters sloshed, slid and sliced their way against
the toughest teams in the Northwest this year for an overall
five and seven record. In a team vote, Dave Cottier was
named the most valuable player and Hans Ulland was
chosen Rookie of the Year. David Stevens was named the
Most Improved Player. Earl Nausid received the Coach’s
Award for having garnered votes in many categories. Russell
Steele, the team captain and only senior starter, was chosen
for the leadership award.
Above Left: Coach Bruce Arena in a typical half-time pose.




The UPS grapplers fought their way through a long
season this year. From October to March the young
team faced a number of defeats that were due more to
points lost from a lack of team members to fill all of
the weight classifications than to an inability to
wrestle. The heartbreaking match against Stanford,
which was lost by one point, was just one example of
the problems of a small college team facing larger
schools.
The matmen did taste victory in the Pacific Tourna¬
ment when they placed fourth in a field with eleven op¬
ponents. Four UPS wrestlers are going to Nationals in
Cedar Rapids. They are pictured on page right. Clock¬
wise from Center: Bill Stout (who won the Pacific Tour¬
nament in the Heavyweight Division), Jeff Watson,
John Smith, and Ric Rakevich.
Above Right: John Smith on his way to a pin. Right:
Jamie Jasper grapples with his opponent.
Front, Left to Right: Jeff Watson, Frank Girolami, John
Smith (team captain), Ric Rakevich, Ken Baskett.
Back Left to Right: Coach Del Rossberg, Bill Stout,
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The Loggers’ 1976 season got off to a sloshy but
winning start as they overtook Montana Tech on a
water soaked field, ending with a score of 20-0.
Walroff’s Wonders continued on in the same spirit
to drown the Lutes, in a game which PLU wished
had never been played, the final results being 40-
21. After winning the first five games, and losing a
heart breaking sixth, the gridders ran with gusto to
a final season record of seven wins and three
losses.
Logger team captains were Ed Lundberg, Frank
O’Loughlin, Steve Cain, and Clay Angle. Soph¬
omore kicker Brent Wagner broke the UPS record
for the most field goals kicked in a season. Senior
gridders Frank O’Loughlin, Gail Wood and Tony
Herdener ended their college football careers by
lettering for the fourth time. Steve Cain was voted
by the team as the most Inspirational Player and se¬
nior nose guard Dan Kuehl was named for Honor¬
able Mention on the All-Coast team.
1976 Season
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UPS 20- 0 Montana Tech
UPS 40-21 PLU
UPS 37- 7 Willamette
UPS 37- 0 Humboldt State
UPS 34-14 Sacramento State
UPS 15-16 Chico State
UPS 28-27 Simon Fraser
UPS 25-29 Portland State
UPS 13-14 Santa Clara
UPS 26-10 Cal Poly Pomonoa
Upper Right: Mark Madland and Ed Lundberg pose
on the sidelines.























The offensive l i ne did a fine job this year. Tom
Grant, Steve Cain, Tom Pieha, Kevin Billings and Bill
Stout comprised the interior supporting line, “Bad
Company.” Two notable games for the offense were
the Humboldt State game and the Portland State
game (a well-played confrontation although lost).
Seniors who will be leaving the Loggers are Greg
Baker, Steve Cain, Tom Grant, Tony Herdener, Mark
Maenhout, Clay Angle and Joe Yeager. Moving up to
take their places are Casey Sander, Randy Moon, Jim
Adgar, Kevin Billings, Bill Stout, Rich Arena, Darrell
Haglund, Mike Heinz, Rob Brede, Fred Grimm, Mike
Curtis, Wyatt Baker, Bob Emerson, Pat O'Loughlin,
Ken Powell and Donn Etherington.
Picture Left: Clay Angle contemplating an audible as




The Loggers' defensive team proved its superior
quality this year by taking third spot in the nation as a
result of skilled machinations. Some of the most no¬
table games for the defense were those played against
Simon Frazer, Montana Tech, Sacramento State, Will¬
amette University, Chico State and Humboldt.
Senior defensive standouts who will be missed next
year are Dan Kuehl, Frank O’Loughlin, Brent Heath,
Bob Ogdin and Ed Lundberg. Logger enthusiasts can
look forward to a host of talented players in Steve Le-
venseller, Mark Madland, Rick Gehring, John Climo,
Zach Hill, Randy Slaybaugh, Mark Scott, Jeff Hartford
and Paul James when they return next fall.
Picture right: Steve Levenseller returning an inter¬
ception with some help from Paul Jones, number
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i Picture left: Rich Gehring snagging Portland State’s
June Jones for a loss. Picture bottom left: Quarterback
Clay Angle sending school rushing record holder Greg
Baker off left tackle during the Portland State game.
Picture below: “Big Wally” gets the scoop from
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Arnold Air Society
Front row, left to right: Gary Scott,Craig Allison,Bill McKinney, Alan Barber,Laur Meeks, Doug Shippey, Barb Hunter, Michael Kowalski, Mike Redley,Carla Smith.
Second row: Donna Bishop, Dennis McFall, Ray Pulsifer, Bryce Kennedy,Wendy Pennell, Carole Barach, Tom Buskirk, Cory Carlson.
Not pictured: Bruce Carney, Charles Larrison, Bill Pope.
Third row: Mark Jantzer, Kim Carpenter, Dave Aqua, Mark Hoffman, Allen
Mount, Frank Garfield, Bob Sheffield, Glen Landram.
Fourth row: Capt. Dave Guasco, Brian Tysens, Gerald Healey, Bruce Seiber,
Gary Johnson, Dave Foster, Patti Daraskavitch, Roy Ely.
Fifth Row: Rick Johnson, Scott Foresland.
102 Academics
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In the bushes: Tim Moore, Vicki Rohrberg.
Standing: Kevin Carps, Craig Clarkson, Joyce Wilkins, Rob Justice,
Eric Lindgren, Mai McAninch.
T<: any—








Seated, left to right: Bev Pierson, Ed Herbert, Mike Gardner, Eric Lindgren, Pam
Yorks.
Standing: Jeff Morse, Ernest Karlstrom.
I
Academics 103












Front row, left to right: Robert Waldo, Patricia Gregory, Clayton
Thwing.
Second row: James Morris, Harvey Segall, Mitchel Bloom.
Third row: Robert Hollister, Keith Maxwell, Douglas Pearson.




Front row: I. Kucich, P. Kuipers, C. Rush.
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Wayne Krafft, Laura Walker, K. Rousslang, T. Rowland, Keith Berry,
Tom Kolano, Jeff Bland, Donald Lovell, Paul Dean, Lincoln Bouillon,
Pat Ewing, Mike Pratum, Terry Schneider, Kathy Riley, Ken Prince,















Left to right: Wesley Nigh, Keith Berry, Keith Berry, Jeff Bland, John Randolph, Ken Rousslang, Tom Rowland,










Communication and Theatre Arts

















Front row, left to right: Ann Bremner, Phyllis Okada, Cheryl Kelso,
Penny Drost, Sherry Groth.
Back row: Gary Hansen, Warren Martin, Bill Berman, Ed Skoviak,
Dave Peterson, Russ Stenquist, Steve Walker, Rabbit Jim King, Bruce
Schroeder, Mark Lyon, Bill Hockberg, Carl Clavadetscher.
Academics 107
Economics
Left to Right: Ernest Combs, Bruce Mann, Michael Veseth, Homer
Hamner.
Education
Standing, left to right: Richard Hodges, Robert Hostetter, Steve Kerr,
Linda Cockrell, John Heinrick, John English, Norm Heimgartner.
Seated, left to right: Barbara Holme, Ray Roussin, Edith Gifford,
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Front row, left to right: Tim Moore, Leslie Gould,Celeste Norris, Vicki
Rohrberg, Germaine Edwards, Brad Severtson.
Back row: Dave Campbell, Jeff Lundeen, Amy Sinclair, Anneke Ma¬
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Front, left to right: Charles Frank, Florence Sandler, Rosemary Van-
Arsdel.
Back row: Ralph Corkrum, Philip Hager, Rob Garrett, Esther Wagner,







Left to right: Stewart Lowther, Norm Anderson, Albert Eggers.
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History
Left to right: Theodore Taranovski, Florence Phillippi, Suzanne Barn¬






















Home Ec Students' Association
Front row, left to right: Annette Schmit, Kendra Johnson, Sanna Wal¬
dron.
Back row: Cindy Tyran, Virginia Haynes, Val Styrlund.














Standing, left to right: Ed Goman, Ron VanEnkevort,
John Lantz, Wilbur Sims.
Seated: Robert Snell, Bruce Lind.
Language
Standing, left to right: Michel Rocchi, Renate Hodges,
Chang Yun.




















International Women's Music Fraternity
Left to right: Sue Skelton, Joni Beeler, Elice Korsmo, Kay Mead,
Freda Herseth, Kum Kim, Traci Cozort.
Music
Seated, left to right: David Kaiserman, Bruce Rogers, Daniel
Lynch, Charles Pendleton.
Standing: Edward Hansen, Edward Seferian, Lawrence Ebert, Il¬
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Front row, left to right: Howard Knickerbocker, Jackie
Wehmhoff, Donald Mason, Ellen Palmer, Elizabeth
Cunniff, Kathy Page.
Second Row: Amy Griffith, Lynn Skinner, Valerie John¬
son, Carol Nilsen, Clairsy Clizer, Cathy Nilsen, Mike
Miller.
Third row: Michael Smith,Todd McFarlane,Patti Gray,
Susan Baxter, Freda Herseth, Kurt Spitzer, Sandra
Brown, David Small, David Hall, James Garber, Kum
Sik Kim.
Fourth row: Christie Springer,April James, Brad Good-
son, Susan Skelton, Kim Schmidtke, Elise Korsmo.
Back row: Richard Reynolds, Kim Swennes, Leslie Hill,












Front, left to right: Sue Skelton, April James.
Second row: Donald Mason, David Small, Kurt Spitzer, Elizabeth
Cunniff, Jackie Wehmhoff, Ellen Palmer, Richard Reynolds.
Third row: Lynn Skinner, Kathryn Page,Michael Rogers, Jim Garber,
Susan Baxter, Michael Miller, Howard Knickerbocker.















Flute: Kathleen Bedford, Mona Covert, Traci Cozort,
Maura Cullen, Kathy Graham, Nancy Laxson, Joan
Miller.
Oboe: David Johnson, Sina Nelson, Claudia Risdon.
English Horn: Claudia Risdon
Clarinet: Deborah Conners, Rebecca Meyer, Krina Nel¬
son, Pat Purkey, Eric Rombach, Sherry Rossiter, Sue
Sakshaug, Leslie Taylor, Colette Timmis, Cheryl Welch.
Alto Clarinet: Karen Searls.
Bass Clarinet: Joanne Salzbrun.
Bassoon: Dennis Dearth.
Alto Saxophone: Paul DeHope, Matt Robertson.
Tenor Saxophone: Joe Rehfeld.
Horn: Wendy Lehman,Meg McNabb,Marianne Scott,
Robert Sprinkle, Richard Stephens.
Trumpet: Marc Glaser,Dale Halvorson,David Hensler,
Warren Johnson, D. William Kusler, Laurie Millican,
Priscilla Walther.
Trombone: James A. Allen, Stephen Kuklish, Chris
Pickel, Randy Smith.
Euphonium: Wayne Brown.
Tuba: Keith Frizzell, Gary Scott, Marvin Vann.
Percussion: Doug Alvey, Mike Ferri, Jo Dene Stout,
Steven Wehmhoff, Jim White, Jean Young.












Saxophone: Pan Stempczynski, Alan Pratt, Rick John¬
son, Mike Raymond, Matt Robertson.
Trumpets: Bill Kusler, Warren Johnson, David Hensler,
Marc Glaser.
Trombones: Randy Smith, Bill Coyner, Allen Frische,
Rick McLauchlan.
Tuba: Keith Frizzell.
Rhythm Section: David Talbot, Bob Baker, Tom Reinert,
Doug Alvey, Steve Wehmhoff, Jim Roper, John Krum.
Chamber Orchestra
Violins: Eileen Lande,Donita Nelson, Sylvia Lang, Ka¬
rol Bredberg, Pon Stempczyncki, Sigrid Wilson, Dan
Athearn.
Violas: Gail Wentworth, Amy Griffith, Karen Hopkins.
Cellos: Debra Henke,Tina McClellan, Karen Bredberg,
Tom Bracich.
Bass: Robert Baker.
Flutes: Traci Cozort, Mona Covert.
Oboes: Claudia Risdon, David Johnson
Bassoon: Dennis Dearth.
Horns: Meg McNabb, Richard Stephens.
Trumpets: Warren Johnson, David Hensler.











Dr. David Berlinski, above.
Dr. John Magee at right.
Alethia
Left to right: Mike Curtice, John Wong, Brad Sev-


































Left to right: Ronald Simonson, Paul Wallrof, Don Dun¬
can, Joe Peyton.




Left to right: Z.F. Danes, Martin Nelson, Bert Brown.












Senior Physics Students Contemplate Simultaneity














Above: John Campbell, Brad Tedlund, Brian Johnson,
Greg Slater, Charles Springer. Invisible: Doug Shippy,
Gail Wentworth, Dane Brooke, Wes Miller.
Left: Mr. Campbell primes the fission device.
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Left to right: Lester Wohlers, Jai Kim, Paul Heppe, Bill
Hobson.
Model United Nations
Left to right: Bryon Wilson, Carrie Mayes, Eileen Law¬



















> rife* PsychologyStanding, left to right: Dr. Richard Hartley, Dr. DonaldPannen, Dr. Ernest Graham, Dr. Terrence Fromong.
Seated: Mrs. Wild.
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Religion
Standing, left to right: Robert Albertson, Pierce John¬
son, John Phillips,


























Standing, left to right: Margo Holm, Kathy McFarland,
Brad Taft, Watson Wade, Harriet Richmond.
Seated: Steve Morelan,Mary Lou Henderson, Sandra
Olsen, Shirley Inveen.
SOTA
Student Occupational Therapy Association
Left to right: Gail Smith, treasurer; Peggy Prince, vice
president; Dave Barnes, student-faculty representative;




Back: Suzanne Olsen, Roger Williams.








































Back: Mary Ann Voelker, Tracy Hurst.
Front: Cecilia Koontz, Jerry Hooker, Mary Pratt.
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Law School
Front row, left to right: Jeffry Bernstein, Barbara Hoff¬
man, Frances Olsen,Dean Wablace,M. Rudolph, John
Strait, John Q. LaFond, Douglas M. Branson.
Back row: I Boyce Covington III, David Roberts, Associ¬
ate Dean Bruce F. Meyers, George Nock, Sheldon
Frankel, William Oltman, Denis Binder, John Weaver,











Standing, left to right: Annabel Cook, John Phillips,
Ann Neel, Blenda Huebner, Rich Scheig, Elizabeth
Swain, Phoebe Miller.
Seated: Chuck Ibsen, Fay Cohen.
*










Left to right: Frank Hruza,Amy Mann,David Brubaker,
Bob Ford.
Academics 129
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Picture above center: The ADVOCATE staff, left to
right, Rotgut, Cosmic Chris, Mr. Duck, Pervert, the
whip, the printing press, and The Hook.
Above, Students and professors of UPS prepare for a




Left to right: Jim Brown, Business Vice President; Chris
Corletti, President; Fred Grimm, Executive Vice Presi¬
dent.









Back row, left to right: Tom Warchol, Max Mitchell,
Glenn Bandy.





























Back row, left to right: Holly Ferrell, Linda Brauch,
Joanna Graham, Kathy Graham, Josh Sherwinn.
Front: Bert Hintz, Dave Cardeiro.
The ASB Special Events Committee is not pictured. Its
members are: Robin Chandler (chairperson), Marilyn
Sherron, Carol Fujimoto, Stephanie Yanagida, Geor¬
gina Rogers, Bonnie Williams, Eileen Lawrence.
Lectures
ASB Committee
Left to right: Dave Jahn, Doug Gillespie, Barb Hunter,
Molly Rogers. Missing: Pat Chandler.
Organizations 133
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Front row, left to right: Colonel Kautz, Barb Hunter,
Sharon Stucker.
Second row: Sue Robertson, Cathy Shaw, Carolyn
Steel.
Third row: Robin Hergot, Linda Gallop, Lynne Dysart.
Fourth Row; Glenda Roberson, Kathy Page.
AIESEC
International Association of Students in Economics and
Business
Front row, left to right: Karen Koski, Lynne Dysart,
Pam Shahan, Milena Vracaric.
Back Row: Ginny Rooney, Val Albert, Robin Hergot,
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ClAC
Community Involvement Action Center
Martha Hauser, Coordinator
CIAC is the contact and referral service for students
wishing to volunteer for community service or gain
field experience before they graduate.
Hui-O-Hawaii
Front row, left to right: Bert Warashina, Jan Mat¬
suyama, Debbie Lum, Cheryl Kaneshiro, Vera Acosta,
Lowell “Bugsy” Kam, Cheryl Caughorn.
Second row: Jeff Aina, Loki Kini, Andrew Watson,
Winfred Cameron, Kathy Eubanks, Keone “Blossom”
Cook, Bebe Adams.
Third row: Patti Clift, Gail Rich, Debbie Uemura, Ann
Holiona, Sherri Dang,Nalani Mattox, Victor Humalon,
Diane Saito.
Top row: Cindy Fromme, Kimo Mills, Chris Hegley,
Tracy Rodgers, Rob Brede, Bill McKillop, Dean Uchida,





Front row, left to right: James Maher, Steve Walsh,
Gail Smith, Jean Okamoto, Myra Stanton, Rob Strick¬
land, Bonnie Mangus,Michelle Williams, Donna Stock,
Elaine Fykerud.
Second row: Donna Aughinbaugh, Melanie Cunning¬
ham, Sharon Ward, Joyce Tamashiro, Valerie Vincent,
David Foote, Jaydeen Dodge, Philip Moseley, Sandy
Karlsvik.
Third row: Zee Fontes, Michael Cox, Lynda William¬
son, David Miller, Keith Frizzel, Jo Dene Stout, Todd
Barbey, Jerry Wiesner, Kathy Thurin
Fourth row: Ralph Fry, Kendall Zellmer, Dave Barnes,




Left to right: Robin Chandler, Orlando Harrell, Pat
Chandler, Bonnie Williams, Carolyn Patton (advisor)
Georgina Rogers, Brenda Givens, Jonathan Day,
































Left to Right on sofa: Candi, Marcia, Sally, Laz.
Left to Right behind: Anne, Marsha, Linda, Mary Jo.
Crosscurrents
Thernagazine for the work of creative artists at UPS.
Teresa Bell and John Wong. Missing: Pam Jones.
Organizations 137
Spurs
Front row, left to right: Cynthia Ostlund, Betty Andrews, Joyce Ber-
ney, Alison Jones
Second row: Sarah George (advisor ), Amy Griffith,Karen Petre,Har¬
riet Conkey, Terry Laswell, Shauna Candia, Joanne Nelson,Gina Ar-
mer (advisor).
Third row: Patty Daraskavich,Maile George, Janet Baxter, Laurie Al¬
lison, Betsey Campbell, Linda Gilbert, Lynn Ackerson.
Back row: Barbara Howard,Kathy Graham,Kim Lowry, Linda Brauch,
Kathy Frye, Lynne Dysart.
Mortar Board
Front row, Left to right: Sharon Ward, John Campbell, Arlene Libby
(secretary), Leslie Gould, Erika Berry, Ann Chalfant.
Back row: Kevin Carps (treasurer), Cindy Tyran (elections chairper¬
son), Leslie Schwartz (editor), Julie Yeager (president), Bobbie
Mayer,Brian Johnson,Teresa Bell (vice president),Marcia Jory, Janet
DeWoina, Celeste Norris (historian), Paula Plamondon.
Not pictured: Zelda Zabinski,Michael George, Karen Ball, Brad Sev-
ertson, Rob Justus, Jean Phillips,Kari Leaverton, Kathy Arajuo, Joyce
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Roger Canfield, Kathy Burks, Teri Rideout, Leah Jacobs, Bruce Mur¬
ray, Kenny Baskett.
Not pictured: Henry (Mac) McLaughlin, Orlando Harris, Eileen Solie
( faculty advisor), Jan Brown (fact finder — UPS Law School), Dave
Roberts (legal advisor).
International Club
Front row: Wilfried Esser, Carmen Thomas, Dian Ferguson.
Second row: Wilson Ng,Gerrit VanHuisstede,Jean Noel Raymakers,
Janet Menke
Back row: Lynne Dysart, Tatsuo Horiuchi, Ty Morris, Jan Cam-
phuysen, Olivier Bodart, Robbie Haenen, Godfried Kaanen, Nanne
Bosma, Ali Kermany.
London -- Fall '76
Front row: Jane Shiers, Nancy Hopper, John Coffey, Michael
George.
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Nancy Cahen — Darkroom Genius
Allan Sapp — Photographer
Pat McCausland — Organizations and Academics Edi¬
tor
Theodore B. Parker — Business and Photo Manager,
Photographer
Nate Kester — Photographer
Tom Reinert — Seniors and Index Editor
Bert Hintz — PhotographerJoann Gordon — Sports Editor
Lynne Dysart — Living Groups Editor
Elsa Brueggeman — Production Editor
Not pictured:
Kathy Thurin — Activities Editor (see page 148)
Glen Bandy — Photographer (see page 132)
Bob Specht — Photographer (see page 149)
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Front row, left to right: Teresa Bell, Kathy Akiyama,
Ann Pulliam, Karl Ohls — editor, Laura Porter, Candi
Rice, Melissa Berg
Second row: Rob Costello, Jenny Smith, Chuck Bach¬
man, Becky White, Laurie Sardinia, Sally Duggan,
Nina Schuler.
Back: Jim Denno, Carrie Mayes
Not pictured: Mark Lyon, Dave Hegnauer, Mike Puck¬
ett, Barbara Bradshaw, Malcolm Turner, Susan Dooly,
Penny Drost, Jim Duggan,Randy Clark, John McGraw,
Lynn Skinner, Chris Woodruff, Matt McCully, Kath¬
erine Paine, JoDene Stout,Carol Fujimoto, Cindy Bobi-
lin, Shauna Candia, Ted Irwin, John Wong, Lisa West,
and Lori Morita.
- - Student Senate
Seated, left to right: Bruce Murray, Lloyd Zimmerman,
Malcolm Turner, Robert Rudolph, Rob Costello, Craig
Allison, Louis Dibble.
Standing: Dr. Charles Frank, Sally Duggan, Merry
Hoffmeyer, Cathy Andrews, Scott Jackson, Jim Brown,

















Left to right: Richelle Cross— Assistant Director of Ad¬
missions, Ray Bell— Bursar, R. Franklin Thompson—Chancellor, Lloyd Stuckey — Financial Vice President,
Jean Cooper — Alumni Director, Lorraine Wonders —
Director of Mail Services,David Campbell — Assistant
Director of Admissions.
Burt Wallace — Vice President for University Relations,















Administrative Vice President H. James Clifford
'
Left to right:
Robert Denomy — Director of Cooperative Education,
Ella Algeo — Assistant Controller, Ronald Adkins —
Associate Director of Admissions, Thomas Davis —
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Dean of Students Office
Standing, left to right: Patti, Lynda Simkins, Tom
Meyer, Debbie Graver, Dessel Hamilton.
Seated: Dot Morris, Carolyn Patton, Bruce Murray,
Mary Longland, Ivy Goche.
Administration 143
John Hickey — Director of Safety and Security
Bradley Millard — Reference LibrarianRaymond Serebrin — Assistant Reference Librarian
Daniel Bischell — Public Services LibrarianRaimund Mathis — Technical Services Librarian
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George H. Mills — Director of Academic Advising, Ca ¬
reer Planning, and Placement.
John Finney — Registrar, Richard Grimwood — Direc¬
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1 . Carrie Carlisle 2. Judy Redig 3. Karen Sugimoto 4. Liese
Frankenstein 5. Pooh 6. Megumi Barberi 7. Angela Delauro 8.
Jenny Degner 9. Mary Ellen Stephens 10. Kathy Tracy 1 1. Cora
Clark 12. Michelle Williams 13. Lisena Quintiliane 14. Anita
Martin 15. Jodi Fong 16. Janet Dockery 17. Alice Sigurdson, RA
1 8. Jean Wilkenson 1 9. Jessica Pavish 20. Kathy Paum 2 1. Che¬
ryl Welch 22. Ann Larson 23. Aimee Fujihara.
*3

















First Row, Left to Right: Keith Yeager, Brian Seats,
Dave Rosimo, Paul Kaya, Doug Shippy.
Second Row, Left to Right: Ken Vansteenkiste, Ron
Johnson, Nate Kester, Fred Mulder, Bill Werner, An¬
drew Groshong, Bob Specht, Mark Wilson.
Third Row, Left to Right: Pete Reiner, Dave Foote,
Gary Hansen, Gary Johnson, Cliff Ells, Lee Flores,
Doman Sooho, Greg Rogers.
Fourth Row, Left to Right: Kevin McGourty, Dave
Knechtel, Dave Johnson,Dale Julander,Cliff Johnson,
Ray Spencer, Ron Trout.
Missing: Doug Albey, Scott Burns, Mike Cummings,
Bob Vogelsang, Keith Frizzell, Doug Robnette, Scott
Jackson, Tom Warchol, Jim Champa, Tom Haines, Ir¬
ving Goodfellow, Warren Johnson, Steve Conroy,



























1. Marlina Vea 2. Sunhi Hawk 3. Barb Hunter 4. Marianne Garland
5. Rhonda Gililand 6. Mandy Briggs 7. Cathy Nilsen 8. Alicia Schan-
kel 9. Sarah Paulson 10. Mandy Davis 1 1. Donna Stock 12. Alice
Robinson 13. Heather Shaw 14. JoDene Stout 15. Margaret Harring¬
ton 16. JoAnn Moore 17. Beverley Revis 18. Marilee Syme 19.Linda Raubeson 20. Carol Nilsen 21. Gail McNabb 22. Colette Tim-
mis 23. Naomi Takemoto 24. Teresa Enrico 25. Cheryl Caughorn
26. Erin Yanagisawa 27. Katie Corfman 28. Val Creten 29. Kathy
Rockway 30. Judy Stanton 31. Gail Kusumoto 32. Jackie McGourty
33. Robin Davenport 34. Eileen Shearin 35. Leslie Taylor 36.
Deanna Wolpe 37. Jaryl Davis 38. Shauna Candia 39. Linda Engelk-
ing 40. Cathy “ Scooby” Iwami.






















Left to right: Laurie Scott, Laurie Sordini,
Diane Saoto, Julie Creswell, Cheryl Harrison,
Sue Gatewood,Cheryl Rucker, Janet Bell. Lisa
Lovell, Lonnie Krebs, Mary Beth Angian,
Cindy Thibault, Kerri Conway, Kara Neff,
Toria Doyle, Mary Nock, Karen Iwamoto.
Missing: Debbie Blankenship, Joan Miller,
Tammy Catuza.
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1 . Scott Holcomb 2. Jeff Jacobs 3. Tony Tento 4. Mike Ritchie 5.
Gail Yoshiba 6. Sue DeNure 7. David Small 8. Gary Culbertson 9.
Tamara Thorkelsen 10. Brad Goodson 1 1 . Robin Graef 1 2. Eric An ¬
derson 13. Mike Mixon 14. Pat Scofield 15. Jim Miller 16. Mark Ru-
benstein 17. Tom Reardon 18. Ben Jones 19. Harriet Conkey 20.
Phyllis Sumida 21 . Dan Smith 22. Dorothy Johnson 23. Judy Roesch
24. Terrin Loyd 25. Susan York 26. Gail Ritch 27. Barb McGraw 28.
Howard Knickerbocker 29. Janet Christiensen 30. Laura Porter 31.
James McLeod 32. John Kenney 33. Christy Greguire 34. Steve
Dwyer 35. Brian Myhre 36. Jim Lee 37. Jean Okamoto 38. David
Smith 39. Nancy Schuning 40. Gaye Plummer 41. Randy Smith 42 .
David Hensler 43. Bryce Kennedy 44. Roberta Reardon 45. Heather
Cunningham 46. Sandra Britt 47. Shirley Wong 48. Suzi Henriot 49.
Tracie Poole 50. Loke Kini 51. Lori Johnson 52 . Susan Hoff 53.
Dianna Tanner 54. Tina McClellan 55. JoEllen Van Camp 56. Nancy
Cohen 57. Velma Kernodle 58. Barb Bowman 59. Ted Parker 60.
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Harrington
Floor,Left to Right: Sue Rogers,Greg Nystruen, Bonnie Kelsey,Deb¬
bie Anderson.
First Row, Left to Right: Bob Peart, Pat McCausland, Lynda Barker
(horizontal)Rick Hinkson, Leslie Powell, Hilary Benson (horizontal),
Dave Cardeiro, Judy Lyle, Leslie Wood, David Johnson.
Second Row, Left to Right: Diane Blosser, Dave Stevens, Winfred
Cameron,Mike Bradley,Tom Brown,Janis Hoglund, Joanne Williams,
Glenda Roberson, Stephen Kern.
Third Row, Left to Right: Mike Puckett, Cam Smith, Gina Armer, Val
Chang, Tracy Rogers, Stephanie Miyagushima, Kerry Kakigi, Janice
Langager, Amy Horlow, Randy Bera.
Fourth Row, Left to Right: Renee Trucksas, Eva Kubinski, Annamarie
Housley, Liza Wiberg, Liz Perske, Sue Allen, Patti Padia, Peggy
Crosky, Kim Olson, Julie Marshall, Karen Gunnerson.
Fifth Row, Left to Right: Mark Klue,Steve Houston, Mike Juenke,Kim
Kraly, Mike Redley, Karl Schaeffer, David Johnson, Jo*hn Stimson,
Leslie Schiffer, Sara Skinner, Bruce Milnor, Ky Lewis.
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Smith Men
1 . Ron Emhoff 2. John Jamieson 3. Bob Duvall 4. Dano Lewis 5. Rick Cole 6.
Kenny Harsch 7. Jeff Blum 8. Steve Lehman 9. Roger Inman 10. Andrew
Watson 11. Jeff Aina 12. Mark Gross 13. Allen Knight 14. Ed Hakala 15.
Bob Denomy, Head Resident 16. Walt Huntsman 17. Tom Harwood 18.
Steve Kitchen 19. Eric Gibson 20. Winnifred Cameroon 21. Kendall Zellmer
22. Paul Mason 23. Tex Moore 24. Chug Leede 25. Mike Lust 26. Jim
Greenfield 27. Ken Mogseth 28. Mark Miller 29. Russ Stenquist 30. Mark
Taylor 31. Scott Sanger 32. Bob Pritts 33. Allan Sapp 34. Bob Nevin 35. Ed
Horowitz
152 Living Groups
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Schiff Men Seward Penthouse Women
Clockwise from left side: Bruce Brenner, Robert ‘Rock’
Anderson, Randy Nilson, Chris Dalgarn, Brian Sigurd-
son, Aldin Robinson, Rick Corrales, Rei Ehara, Mike
McGoorty, Alvin ‘Five-O’ Alana.
Kneeling: Paula “Pollyanna” Greenstreet, Ramona “Jockette” Ridgewell, Lene “Clyde” Tsuka-moto, “Sue-Pool! Benedict, Katherine “Peanut Butter” Briller, “ Jane From Spain” Hunter,Pris “Chipmunk” Walther, Kathy “Aberdeenia” Goebel, Wendy “Bertha” Lehman.Standing: Carrie “Crazy Mayesy” Mayes, Donna “Pizzamouth” Aughinbaugh, Lynda “Bunny”Williamson, Leann “Professor” Brown, Cindy “ Tight-Buns” Deale, Renee “ Snow White” Tan-imoto,Molly “Madame” Martin, Charlene “Hot Stuff” Honda, Wendi “Boom-Boom” Vernon,Kitty “Meow” Lucas,Dee Dee “ Jimmy Peanut” Akiyama, Eunice “ Laz” Lazarus, Teri “Mother”April, Sylvia “Strings” Lange.
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1. Ramona Schultz 2. Leta Williams 3. Vicki Warner 4. Anita Ander¬
son 5. Janine Sieler 6. Jeri Lamkin 7. Diane Donohue 8. Karol Glatt
9. Julie Bowman 10. Noreen Sugihara 12. Katherine Paine 13. Sue
Stickney 14. Elaine Fykerud 15. Carolyn Dean 16. Susan Dooley
17. Charlene Yamamoto 1 8. Carolyn Arms 19. Vera Rechsteiner 20.
Tammy Miller 21. Trish Philbin 22. Teri Waggoner 23. Martine Dun-
den 24. Carolyn Hinkley 25. Rachel Taylor 26. Ann Hoilona 27.
Brenda Gibbons 28. Valerie Vincent 29. Lisa Loutzenhiser 30.
Rhonda Williams 31. Shirley Moss 32. Louise Starr 33. Arlene Lib-
bey 34. Teri Hanifin 35. Andrea Little 36. Sue Bjerkness 37. Jan
Matsuyama 38. Sandy Karlsvik 39. Ann Pulliam 40. Fumiko Kasama
41. Tammy Wiegers 42. Ann Nakamura 43. Dannette Wong 44.
Jackie Duhaylongsod 45. Debra Henke 46. Jane Piersen 47. Amy
Griffith 48. Gigi Garner 49. Ann Feste 50. Gail Smith 51. Lisa Wall-
rof 52. Susie Evans 53. Melissa Crites.
154 Living Groups
Todd
First Row, Left to Right: Russel Purvis, Grant Saulie, Tammy Murphy,
Mary Oloughlin, Cindy Loudon,Molly Brown,Melinda Mackay, Bebe
Bogdahn.
Second Row, Left to Right: Richard Flanigan, Nancy Wilkinson, Cyndi
Choy, Becky Peterson, Teresa Sherman, Dottie Slaton, Christie Mon¬
roe, Bob Juhnke, Robin Baird, Jon Day.
Third Row, Left to Right: Brian Fugere, Lundie Fleming, Wanda Pan-
asuk, Marth Woodcock, Patti Olson, Frances Reichlin.
Fourth Row, Left to Right: Art Blauvelt, Kathy Jenness, Linda Pei-necke, Alan Eicholz, Dave Miller, Mark Tomas, Martha Lunoin, Gail
Stoneburner, Jenny Smith, Alexandra Lucas, Angelica Niewierkow-
icz, Lori Larcom, Sue Schor, Jeff Neal, Nancy Morrisette, Ruby
Macadangdang.
Fifth Row, Left to Right: Mickey Pease, Dave Arashiro, John Sincock,
Rusty Chobot, Liz Dole, Myron Yap, Duane Okumoto, Tom Cramer,
Hugh Furubayashi.
Sixth Row, Left to Right: Tom Sebring, Brian Trent.

















Clockwise from bottom left: Ann Darnielle, Renee Bash











Left to Right: Rob Baker, Wilfried Esser, Jeff Smith,
Walter deVries, Josh Allyn Sherwin, Chuck Springer.
A Frame D
Clockwise from Front: Glen Bandy, Linda Gilbert, Lynn
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Left to Right: Debbie Conners, Karen Mal¬
lory, June Fothergill, Elsa Brueggeman,
Leslie Schwartz.
Ofelt
Front, Left to Right: Helen Hoenig, Myra Stanton,Robin Hergot.















Front, Left to Right: Tom Johnson, Peter Mullineaux.
Back, Left to Right: R.J. Secor, Bart Hawkins.
Living Groups 1 57
Coykendal
.IPfc-
Left to Right: Craig Allison, Rob Costello, Chuck Bach ¬
man, Bob Becker, Gaylen Shintaku.
Missing: Terry Rhodes.



















Left to Right: John Clymo, Ed Raisl, Ty Morris, Randy
Slaybaugh.
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Berven
Left to Right: Terry Titmus, Chris Ellis, Steve Dwyer,
Steve McCellan, Brian Cole.
Feek
Front, Left to Right: Pete Smith, Paul “Geke” James.
Back, Left to Right: Pat Davidson,Scott Davidson, Tpm
“Gun” Knutson, Tom Allison.
a
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Corner Cottage
Front, Left to Right: Jack Brewer, David Carter, Tad




Left to Right: Marcia Stanfield, Mary
Wetmore, Nancy Ragon, Wendy Spen¬
cer.
Kirby
Front, Left to Right: Cecelia Koontz,
Tracey Hurst.

























Front, left to right: Carmen Thomas, Lynne Dysart.




Front, left to right: Sherri Dumdei, Carol
Goad, Joan Blanusa, Randi Dillman.
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Lyster 1 & 2
Back, left to right: Cheryl Kareshiro Lyster,
Christy Westlund Lyster, Linda lachino Lyster,
Mary Tracey Lyster, Judy Roessler Lyster.
Front, left to right: Bebe Adams Lyster, Sha¬
ron Ward Lyster, Keone Cook Lyster.
Living Groups 161
Nicholsen
Left to right: Susie Az, Judy












Left to right: Karen Quinn,
Amy Niehaus, Karen Rudel,
Linda Darke.
1L











































Left, top to bottom: Chris Woodruff, Kevin Russell,
Doug Smith, Al Barber.
Right, top to bottom: Todd Fleming, Mike Johansson,
Bob Bryce, Jeff Anderson.
Rogers
Back, left to right: Tatsuo Horiuchi, Philip Koh.
Front, left to right: Laura Lindberg, Beth Lazier.
Living Groups 163
Schubert
Left to right: Mike Raymond, Jim Ander¬
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Front, left to right: Ken Overman, Chris Hegele, Randy
Moon, Mark Torgelson, Greg Baker.
Back, left to right: Frank Olaughlin, Pat Olaughlin
1 64 Living Groups
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Front, left to right: Jim Bailey,
Brent Heath, Russell Steele,
Jon Bann, Gero Von Estorff.
Solberg
Left to right: Debbie Campton,
Janet Menke, Eva Chapman,
Janet Dodge, Barbara Tropi-
ano, Joyce Berney, Sandra
Shepard, Debbie Duran.
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Living Groups 165
A-L Fourth Floor
Left to right: Gary Scott,Craig Clarkson,Richard Barn¬
ett, Tom Lundeen, Trebor Sapper, Tony Zgraggen,
Dave Doctor.
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Bottom to Top: Teddy Bigbear, Pat Pearcy, Sara Bon¬
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Graham Tash, First Vice President;Mac Douglas, Presi¬
dent; and Gary Cohn, Rush Chairman.
Panhellenic
Jenny Wieland, Leslie Bagnall, Lynn Ellen Johnson,















Dianne Hamilton, Ann Darnel, Claudia Risdon, Ann
Catherine Marteny, and Liz Erickson. Not pictured:












Theta Chi Dream Girls
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I've never thought to thank you,
God, for creating my friends and
letting them enrich my life. Thank
you for the short time we've known
each other and the confidences and
hopes and troubles that we've shared.
We can laugh together, cry
together,and rejoice together.
Though we may not see each other
for a long time, when we come
together, it is always the same.
Because of them, I am a better,
happier person; and because of me,
they have grown too.
Lord, bless and keep them, these
people you fashioned, filled with
















Front row, left to right: Martha Mukhalian, Claircy
Clizer, Cindy Deale, Julie Dorsey, Kim Greenbach.
Second row, left to right: Nancy Laxson, Barbara Mur¬
phy, Claudia Gray, Becky McHollick, Anne Barton,
Nancy Frock, Nanci Giovi, Katy Casey, Brenda Ewing,
Joyce Demaray, Babbi Mitchell, Karen Handel, Ann Ti-
tley, Jennifer Price, Kit MacPherson.
Third row, left to right: Nancy Goodson, Lynn Guen ¬
ther, Andi DeButts, Joan Fisher.
Fourth row, left to right: Sarah Petterson, Jo Hanseth,
Marla Welchko, Lori Glad, Anne Popp, Betsey At¬
wood, Robin Pitchford, Linda Podany, Anne Chalfant,
Laura Heimark, Joan Bateman, Nancy MacDonald,
Pam Meyer, Cathy Jones.
Fifth row, left to right: Deanna Nichols, Jill McClean,
Laura Patterson, Carol Johnson, Cassie Evans, Lynn
Henderson, Jane Galloway, Lisa Rohr, Jeannette Frye,
Susan Bowles, Theresa Sullivan.
Stairway from top: Cathy Akiyama, Barbara Bowen,
Jody Sloane, Anne MacPherson, Molly Hovander,











First Row, left to right: Jim Roper, Carl Boush, Tim Reid, Jeff “ The
Jet” Stary,James “Mac” Agan,Mike Haxton,Rob Hannon,Dean
Lemman, Archie King, Mike Mays.
Second Row, left to right: Todd Hutchinson, Greg “Borgan” Far¬
rar, Greg “'/2” Haffner, Mark Madland, Wally Gibbons, SyWoodbury, Doug Mullavey, Tom “Eddie” Medlin, Jim Nelson,
Christopher Findlay, Kevin Olson.
Third Row, left to right: Doug “Ward" Frolen, Ed Davila, Jim Del-
ler, Chris Muller, Christopher Clarke-“Me”, Kurt Spitzer, Scott
Vermillion, Mike Hanson, Rich Hartnett, Fred Grimm, Mike Kuntz,
Tom Bergquist, Steve Freimuth, John Thomas.
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Sigma Nu
1. Tom Picha 2. Bill Binder 3. Tim Nickson 4. George Jewett 5. Lance
"Romance” Arita 6. Cal Spessard 7. Al Pratt 8. Laur Meeks 9. Bruce
Titcomb 10. Jim Cover 1 1. Riki Hirano 1 2. Mark Weber 1 3. Mac 1 4.
Bill ‘Booboo’ Stewart 15. Kent Powell 16. Dave Willis 17. Brian Phil¬
lips 1 8. Jerry Boos 19. Vaughn Sherman 20. Jim Brinton 21. Pat Piper
22. Dave Kinard 23. Ray Newberry 24. Mark Munday 25. Guppy
Gillespie 26. Steve Tulcus 27. Skid Rodine 28. Harold ‘Howzit’ Smith
29. Gar Parker 30. Ray Berryman 31. Al Steinman 32. Dave Cohen
33. Joan Bateman, White Rose 34. Burt Stratton 35. Jim Rambaldini
36. Steve Tucci 37. Lloyd Stray 38. Peter Neidecker 39. Rick Shorett
40. Todd McFarlane 41. Larry ‘Fish’ Rottle 42. Rick Johnson 43. Tom
‘Ducks' Robinson 44. Andy Nelson 45. Eric Schuler 46. Bruce Reid
47. Bob Oldright 48. Dennis Busz 49. Mike Lloid 50. Keith ‘Church’
Officer 51. Jim Mallory.
Space Cowboys you can't see: Carl Buskuhl, Bruce Edens, Vic Huma-
lon, Jim Hazen, Dave Jahn, Joe Lee, Scott ‘Who cares’ Nelson, Kevin
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The times last just long enough
To make us wish for more
And often we dream and wonder
If they’ll be back again
‘Cause this way of living
Keeps our souls from feeling sore
And makes us trust and honor
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Top, left to right: Cathy Spence, Ouida Hemingway,
Caroline Smith, Leslie Clanton, Barbie Lomax, Jean
McVicker, Kris Bonawitz, Barb Headden, Wende
Walker, Kris Sanquist,Beth Jenson, Judy Friend, Cindy
Boblin, Karen Shephard, Lorie Thompson, Janet Elzey,
Karen Perry, Lorie Ramsdell, Sandy Creek, Madeline
Wiley, Sharon Joeiner, Cindy Evans, Ann Catherine
Martney, Carrie Booth.
Lower, left to right: Carol Headden, Sarah Patrick,
Joan Segale, Teri Ridout, Melissa Phillipe, Jody Brede-
son, Evelyn Farmin, Krista Pearson, Laurie Caswell,
Amy Wortswiler, Joan Stensrud, Karen Johnston, Car¬
oline Sias, Pat McNallan, Amy Truex, Debbie Mueller,
Ann Pritchard, Kathy Frink, Janet Keebler, Mark Wilis-
ton, Jeane Panchot, Cara Carter, Gail Guiles, Kathy




True beauty on earth
Was not meant to last long
Yet what it gives us
Remains once it's gone.
She brought with her sunshine
Which freely she'd share
A sweetness in spirit
A friendship quite rare.
The ability to listen
With undying love
She was a gift God gave to us
From heaven above.
So think not of sorrow
But of the peace he has granted.
One fragile flower









"If in the twilight of memory we should
meet once more, we shall speak again together
and you shall sing to me a deeper song.
And if our hands should meet in another
dream we shall build another tower in the sky."
Reprinted from THE PROPHET,by Kahlil Gibran, with permission of the
publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. Copyright 1923 by Kahlil Gibran: re¬
newal copyright 1951 by Administrators C.T.A. of Kahlil Gibran Estate,
and Mary G. Gibran.
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1. Sina Nelson 2. Mari Johnson 3. Marci Swanson 4.
Sandy Kindig 5. Joanne Salzburn 6. Phyliss Okada 7.
Sue Slade 8. Laurie Brauch 9. Linda Gallup 10. Jane
Hemingway 11. Janet Bibler 12. Betty Andrews 13.
Holly Ferrell 14. Linda Rosenbloom 15. Karen Loomis
16. JoAnne Gordon 17. Linda Brauch 18. Kathy Frye
19. Sue Hieronimus 20. Madge Montgomery 21. Sue
Skelton 22. Calista Wilde 23. Joanna Graham 24.
Cindy Tiren 25. Jody Poulochicho 26. Barb Howard
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1 . Jim Lovelace 2. Pat Smith 3. Clarke Leaverton 4. John Oppenheimer 5. R. Greg Sanman 6.
Curt Sargent 7. Mike Huntley 8. Greg Bennett 9. Dave Strecker 10. Barry Collier 1 1. Scott
Allen 1 2. Larry Johnson 13. Jim Lekas 14. Mike Taylor 1 5. Hugh Hall 1 6. John Inskeep 1 7. Bob
Wark 1 8. Kenny Basket 19. Robert Johnstone 20. Bob Blanusa 21. Jack Whittal 22 . Phil Lom ¬
bardi 23. Charlie Hamilton 24. Max Vekich 25. Kevin Hurtley 26. Jim Brown 27. Dave Chap¬
man 28. Brad Foltz 29. Brian Mayer 30. Hep Ingham 31 . Bert Hogue 32. Doug Macpherson
33. Ross Hering 34. Bob Adams 35. Ken Enochs 36. Gary Cohn 37. Craig Allison 38. Barry
Brewis 39. Mike Chappelle 40. Scott Bodmer 41. Russ Greer 42 . Brian Budsberg 43. Greg
Welch 44. Steve Budsberg 45. Bob Hall 46. Ernie Peterson 47. John Wilson 48. Brett Pierce
49. Dan Scott 50. Dave Thompson 51 . Don Buckley 52. Jerry Jaffe 53. Jim Lentz 54. Bill Sims
55. Colin Jones 56. Greg Rodgers 57. Dan Dennehy 58. Lloyd Zimmerman 59. Grant Johnson
60. Jim Horgdal 61. Cris Smith 62. Bill Peltola 63. Scott Wilson.
Not pictured: Karl Leaverton, Jeff Leuthold, John Skidmore, Steve Kerr, Gene Michelson, John
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Alpha Phi
First row, left to right: Merry Hoffmeyer, Maile
George, Carly Gimbel, Cindy Thomson, Tererse Fla ¬
herty, Cynthia Ostlund, Karen Petre, Paula Davis,
Lynne Pritchett, Karen Russell, Teresa Jackson, Barb
Smith, Kathy Braun.
Second row, left to right: Kim Swennes, Mona Covert,
Ginger Rutherford, Rebecca Meyers, Tammy Sutich,
Katy Werttenberger, Becky White, Kathy Andrews,
Nalani Mattox, Vicky Dedrick, Crystal Thomsen, Chris
Cooper, Zan Wil;iams, Lynne Brown.
Third row, left to right: Teresa Townsend, Jane Paul¬
son, Molly Miller, Shelby Munson, Robin Eising, Cindy
Fabulich, Toni Filloil, Alison Jones, Dodie Garrison,
April James, Renee Welk, Sheila Stumvoll, Kathy Lee,
Kathy Potthoff , Patty Leonard, Lynn Ellen Johnson,
Jani Flatch, Anne Evans, Lynne Ackerson, Janice Smith.
Not pictured: Celeste Brillhante, Sue Dill, Joyce
Boewe, Kim Kraly, Sue Ellen Kieszling, Kathy Mackin,
Lee Osborn, Cathy Shaw, Janet Zylstra, Jane blunter,
Lisa West, Jill Penney, Patti Brooks, Dawn Cooper,
Debbie Davis, Connie Wenz.
1 82 Living Groups
A wonderful story is unfolding
before our eyes. How it will end
we are not allowed to know.
Winston Churchill
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Front Row, left to right: John Cohen, Mark Rodekuhr,
Mark Morgan, Scott Sherrow, Marla Seese (SAE Little
Sis), Rick McNutt, Dean Flutter, Billy Nelson, Judd
Watts, Kevin Rambaldini, Jeff Malick, Steve Rutledge,
Paul Bildsoe, Craig Lachman.
Second Row: Matt Kerns, Doug Pedagana, Bob
Rudolph, Celia McKay (SAE Little Sis), Pete Johnson,
Madeline Wile (SAE Little Sis), Darcy Ostein (SAE
Little Sis), Ray Kennedy, Judy Beemen (SAE Little Sis),
Doug Pluss, George Matelich, Dick Leaf, Byron Bren¬
ner, Chuch Larrison, Ed Gibson, Ross Taylor, Rob
“Bubba" Vevoda, Eric Hawkes, Billy Carlson, Jim
Barry.
Third Row, left to right: Mark Therrien, Betsy Atwood
(SAE Little Sis), Chris Meyers, Gordie Paul, Rick
Welsh, Lee Seese, Steve Winston, Jeff Casey, Greg
Call, Robin Pitchford (SAE Little Sis), Mac Douglass,
Steve Aitchison, Jill Wark (SAE Little Sis), Jeff Robert-
Son, Dave Douglas, Tom Saunders, Joe Ward, Matt
Kelleher, Mike Cleavenger, Graham Tash, Bob
McKinley, Jay Bergevin, John Heber, Mark Rozgay,
Marianne Bird (SAE Little Sis).
Missing: Tom Grant, Randy Moon, Andy Douglass,
Rod Shultz, Keith Fergusson, Craig T. FI. Nelson.










Remain we brothers ever,
of this our lasting band.
i
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Delta Delta Delta
1 . Nancy Schimmel 2. Patti Gray 3. Kari Leaverton 4.
Cathy McGaw 5. Kathy Larson 6. Shelly Witty 7. Sa¬
rah George 8. Melanie Lester 9. Jackie Finch 10. Ann
Bloxom 11. Janet Carpenter 12. Martha Hagler 13.
Martha Page 14. Celeste Norris 15. Capri Poulin 16.
Carol Anderson 17. Teresa Hansen 18. Christine
Nettle 19. Terry Lasswell 20. Liz Erickson 21. Robin
Frey 22. Ellen Noble 23. Lori Bidgood 24. Bobbi
Wyckoff 25. Becky Willis 26. Shelly Allegro 27. Janet
Dewoina 28. Vicki Rohrberg 29. Cindy Reed 30. Kim
Lowry 31. Christie Springer 32. Kathy Seifert 33.
Sally Burgess 34. Laura Williams 35. Leslie Carter 36.
Vanessa Creager 37. Carol Cooley 38. Bonney Whit¬
ing 39. Kathy Bedford 40. Frances Wood 41. Anne
Wege 42. Marcia Jory 43. Liz Flexer 44. Kim Carpen¬
ter 45. Terry McKellar 46. Sue Emhoff 47. Karen
Searls 48. Jill Kotchik 49. Leslie Bagnall 50. Janice
Englund 51. Kim Waller 52. Jayne Rusu 53. Patti Ik-
eda.
Opposite page, left to right: Cherie Miller, Pam Pear¬
son, Julie Henry, Nance Pearl.
Not Pictured: Julie Allais, Laurie Benson, Cheryl Braul-
ick, Christy Close, Kim Daniels, Julie Fogle, Darcy Os¬
tein, Mavis Peacock, Margie Ragland, Cindy Reed,
Jane Shiers, Marlene Westfall.
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1 86 Living Groups
"I am sunshine . . . the sparkle of merriment in the eyes of youth.
I am a doorway out of the common place into a new exciting experience.
I am a purpose of life which will make the later years of the girls I house rewarding.
I am noise . . . and a silence with warmth in it.
I am laughter . . . and a quiet revolution which seeks the comfort of a listener.
I am energy and a touch of loving service.
I am youth and the slowly emerging habits that make matured experience worthy.
I am today and also tomorrow that is being shaped.
I am habits, ideals, way of living, confirmed attitudes in the soul.
I am a home to which a heart can unfold.
I am a force that holds you near each other no matter how different people are.
I am a spirit that forever sings within your hearts.
I am love . . . deep, sincere, devoted love.
I am part of you . . . for though your feet may pass my door, my memory
will live eternally.

























Front row, left to right: Scott Lundberg, Dave Deisher,
Dave Hill, Jim Maher,Don Tucker,Chip Manson, Steve
Olson, Paul Dean, Dave Blodgett, Bill Hauessler.
Back row, left to right: Gary Tucker, Jon Jacobson,
Don Triano, Rick Finch,George Grimes,Morris Winter,
Morgan Bradley, Sonny Christensen, Mike Strand, Jeff
Wright, Jon McEwen, Len Tomosada, Bob Degan,
Greig Rolfe, Bill Macy, Corey Ford.
Opposite page, front row, left to right: Margie Rag¬
land (Stardust Queen), Rus Babcock, Kevin
McCartney.
Second row, left to right: Bob Bottomley, Scott Baker,
Wes Ewart, Chuck Clawson.
Back row, left to right: Frank Trusdell, Chris True, Jim
Peters, Ike Isaacson.
Not pictured: Steve Bush, Dave Jenkins, Dan Subitch,
Kevin Terry, Peter Grimes, Dave Daggett, Val Vanyo
(Stardust Queen), Sid Eland.
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"Some fraternity got high on something and
decided to take on the world/'
Hung over, red eyed, dog tired, satisfied.
It's a long road and a little wheel takes
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1. Patti Clift 2. Sue McCarthy 3. Joyce Wilkins 4. Lynn
Truesdall 5. Val Galante 6. Debbie Cluemura 7. Jean-
nine Row 8. Kris Judson 9. Mindy Ristine 10. Doris
Caudle 11. Kathy Eubanks 12. Carol Cronkite 13.
Diane Sunada 14. Julie Herrall 15. Meg Eubanks 16.
Linda Karamatic 17. Erika Judson 18. Suzy Beth-
encourt 19. Marianne Bird 20. Cris O’Neil 21. Kate
Cunningham 22. Diane Kuffel 23. Janice Juarez 24.
Kathy Pavel 25. Gretchen Shideln 26. Marianne Rowe
27. Candy Welsh 28. Kelly Luce 29. Sue Ingram 30.
Jill Eastes 31. Sue Stien 32. Care Denst 33. Debbie
Bill 34. Debbie Wheeler 35. Tae Raspberry 36. Val
Proffit 37. Anne Johnson 38. Rhonda Aason 39. Ann
Sabotka 40. Taffy Mickelson 41. Suzy Van Lamen 42.
Laurie Pesche 43. Kathy Kraft 44. Karen Essary 45.
Meran Mardesich 46. Kit Abbott 47. Teri Rae 48.
Debbie Bachman 49. Anne Coffin 50. Jill Bauman 51.
Kendall Moriarity 52. Donna Butler 53. Betsy Ellington
54. Debbie Coenen.
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Front Row, left to right: Tom Behny, Bill Sheard, Dave
Cottier, Kevin Billings, Mike Epps, Rob Cartwright,
Mike Miazaa, Dick Bower, Jeff Watson, Greg Eng-
berg, Randy Aliment, Randy Mulle, Jerry Schwartz,
Steve Aliment, Lyle Greer, Carl Issakson. Dennis Rob¬
eson, Ted Wilson, Dan Williams, Jeff Swenson, Tracy
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Front, left to right: Brian Brouillet, Jim Smith, Ripper.
Second row, left to right: Ken McLean, Dennis Malone,
Mike Cox, Steve Miller, Don Grecco, Mark Snodgrass
(Snif ), Tod Rankin.
Third row, left to right: Evan Hull, Larry Mertz, Jeff Ca ¬
ter, Russ Aaron, Eric Bunn, Steve Carlsen, Charlie
Pickle.
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Pi Beta Phi
1. Dayna Hasselo 2. Dru Hieber 3. Lori Kraupa 4.
Kathy Rosier 5. Laurie McKee 6. Heatherbrooke Sam¬
pson 7. Karin Knapp 8. Leslie Sherrill 9. Glenna Klein
10. Pam West 11. Ellen Palmer 12. Marla Seese 13.
Betsy Campbell 14. Judy Stein 15. Becky Stensrud 16.
Susie Baxter 17. Jo Ann Ahnstrom 1 8. Laurie Whitman
19. Helen O’Donnell 20. Lockey Todd 21. Sue Kel¬
logg 22. Cindy Hougland 23. Trisha Methott 24. Carla
Riffe 25. Dee-dee Watson 26. Becky Haight 27. Diane
Hamilton 28. Shauna Phillippe 29. Tammy Thomassen
30. Debbie Swank 31. Marrianne Gagliardi 32. Patti
Frey 33. Karen Swanson 34. Annie Griswold 35. Deb¬
bie Aldrette 36. Kay Wolf 37. Piper Cheney 38. Lisa
Brachiogel 39. Judy Beeman 40. Poppy Bushnell 41.
Julie Kruger 42. Debbie Elder.
Not pictured: Anne Pence, Ann Bremner, Gretchen
Rhynedance, Jenny Willand, Ruth Irvine, Charlotte
Adams, Teri Christensen, Darci Eder, Kathy Ferrell,
Ann Scilacci, Kim Jones.
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We cannot tell the precise moment when
friendship is formed. As in filling a
vessel drop by drop, there is at last a
drop which makes it run over. So in a
series of kindnesses . . . there is at last
one which makes the heart run over.
— James Boswell
M
Friendship, compounded of esteem and
love, derives from one its tenderness and
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OLD CITY HALL MERCHANTS
Roof
































Pen & Ink Artist
FIRST FLOOR







Vanderpool’s Old City Hall Bakery
572-4797
BASEMENT










6th & South L
S 56th & Tacoma
Way
SPECIALIZING IN:





Addressing and Duplicating Machines
Dictating machines
Intercom and telephone systems
South Tacoma Motor Co.
Chevrolet/Honda
0— 0PARTS - SERVICE - SAIES - Body ShopOPEN: Monday thru Friday Evenings 'till 7:30 pm
'7 a
m &7-
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Since our start in 1900 we’ve learned bet¬
ter methods to harvest our forests; we’ve
been working to control insect, disease,
and fire damage; we’ve expanded into
making thousands of wood products; and
we’ve made the forests available for recre¬
ational opportunity.
Forests are a renewable resource, and
we’ve helped make sure that there are for¬
ests for the future.
In the first decade of the century, we were
reforesting through natural regeneration. In
1941, we established the nation’s first tree
farm. And now we’re planting more than
150 million seedlings and seeding thou¬
sands of acres every year.




The Tree Growing Company
“For 55 Consecutive Years
More People Have Ridden on
GOODYEAR TIRES
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For all your painting needs
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Barnett, Redmond 1 1 1
Barnett, Richard 166,199
Barnett, Suzanne 111




























Bergevin, Jay 1 84
Bergquist, Tom 172













































Bosma, Nanne 1 39,200























































Budsberg, Steve 1 80
Bunn, Eric 193









































































Coffey, John 1 39
Coffin, Anne 1 90
Coffin, Bruce 97,155
Cohen, Dave 174
Cohen, Fay 1 29
Cohen, Gary 168



















































































































































Ebert, Lawrence 41,1 14
Edwards, Germaine 109
Edwards, Tim 109






































































































































































































































































































































Ingham, Hep 1 80
Ingram, Jane 208
Ingram, Sue 1 90
Inman, Roger 152
Inskeep, John 180
Inveen, Shirley 1 25
Isaacson, Ike 189






Jacobs, Leah 1 39,208
Jacobson, Jon 1 88
Jaderlund, Dave 136
Jaffe, Jerry 1 80
Jahn, Dave 133
























Johnson, Kendra 11 2,208
Johnson, Larry 180
Johnson, Lori 150
Johnson, Lynn Ellen 37,168,182,
208
Johnson, Mari 179
Johnson, Pete 1 84
Johnson, Pierce 1 24
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Kaiserman, David 1 14
Kakigi, Kerry 151
Kam, Lowell 1 35
Kamps, Trish 210
Kaneshiro, Cheryl 135





















Kennedy, Ray 1 84
Kennedy, John 150
Kermany, Ali 1 39
Kernodle, Velma 150






























Koski, Karen 1 34
Kossman, Karla 210




















Kusler, D. William 1 17
Kusumoto, Gail 149
Lachman, Craig 184




























Lehman, Joe 1 17
Lehman, Steve 152
Lehman, Wendy 1 17,153
































Lowrie, Walter 1 1 1
Lowry, Kim 138,1 86






















Macy, Bill 1 88
Madland, Mark 96,98,172
Maenhout, Mark 97














Mateny, Ann C 176
Martin, Anita 147




























McAtee, Mari 1 66
McCann, Richard 90
McCarthy, Sue 190,213




McClellan, Tina 41,1 17,150
McCuistion, John 102
McCully, Matt 82
McDougall, Shirley 1 39
McElroy, Sue 176






























McNerney, Jerilyn 1 56
McNutt, Rick 41,184
McVicker, Jean 176
Mead, Kay 1 14













Meyers, Chris 1 84









Miller, Joan 1 17
Miller, Kathy 176
Miller, Mark 132,152





Millican, Laurie 1 17
Mills, George 144
Mills, Kimo 135,159













Moore, Jo Ann 89,149





















































































































Palmer, Donald 1 15






















Pearson, Pam 1 87,216
Peart, Bob 151
Pease, Mickey 1 55
Peavy, Mike 97




Peltola, Bill 1 80
Pendaris, Scott 159






























































































Reed, Cindy 1 86
Reed, Mike 88
Rehfeld, Joe 1 17
Reichlin, Frances 155


















Rsidon, Claudia 1 17,168







Roberts, David 1 28























































Saito, Diane 1 35
Sakshaug, Sue 1 17
Saltvick, Susan 41
Salzbrun, Joanne 117,179
















Schieg, Rich 1 29
Schigger, Leslie 151
Schimmel, Nancy 186






Schrum, Holly 1 62
Schuldt, Zeke 10








Scott, Dan 1 80
Scott, Gary 102,117,1 66,219
Scott, Helen 91
Scott, Laurie 149
Scott, Marianne 1 17
Scott, Mark 98
Searls, Karen 117,186
Seats, Brian 1 48
Sebring, Tom 155
Secor, R. J. 12,13,157
Seelye, Dan 88
Seese, Lea 1 84
Seese, Marla 169,184,194










































Sims, Wilbur 1 18















Small, David 40,41,115,1 16,
150,221
























Snauer, Mary Ellen 221








Spencer, Wendy 1 60
Spessard, Cal 174,221




Sprinkle, Robert 41,1 17
Stanfield, Marcia 160,221
Stanstud, Joan 221
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Strecker, Dave 1 80
Strickland, Rob 136,221
Strother, Jill 221
Stucker, Sharon 1 34
Stuckey, Lloyd 142
Stumvoll, Sheila 182
Stynsrud, Becky 1 1 2







Sunada, Diane 1 90
Sutich, Tammy 1 82
Swaib, Elizabeth 1 29
Swank, Debbie 1 94
Swanson, Marci 1 79










Taranovski, Theodore 1 1 1









Tedlund, Brad 121 ,122
Tento, Tony 1 50




Thomas, John 1 72
Thomassen, Tammy 1 94
Thompson, Dave 180
Thompson, R Franklin 142
Thompson, Lorie 176
Thomsen, Crystal 182
Thomson, Cindy 1 82
Thorkelson, Tamara 1 50




Tiren, Cindy 1 79
Titcomb, Bruce 1 74
Titley, Ann 1 70
Titmus, Terry 1 59
Todd, Lockey 1 94
Todd, S 104
Todd, Sandra 222


















Tucker, Don 1 88,222
Tucker, Gary 1 88
Tulcus, Steve 174












Van Buren, Ken 98
Van Camp, Joellen 1 50
Van Enkevort, Ron 1 17,1 1 8
Van Huisstede, Gerrit 27,139,
222
Van Lamen, Suzy 190
Vann, Marvin 1 1 7
Van Steenkiste, Ken 148







Vevoda, Rob 1 84
Vincent, Debbie 14,160
Vincent, Valerie 136,154,222
Voelker, Mary Ann 14,127,160
Vogel, Bob 102



































Watson, Dee-dee 1 94
Watson, Ebb 224
Watson, Jeff 94,192
Watson, Wade 1 25
Watts, Judd 1 84
Watts, Martha 224









Welch, Greg 1 80
Welchko, Marla 170
Welk, Renee 182













White, Jim 6,1 17
Whitehouse, Mary 224
Whiting, Bonney 1 86
Whitman, Laurie 194
Whittal, Jack 1 80
Whitton, Bill 98
Wiberg, Liza 151






















Willis, Becky 1 86







Wilson, Sigrid 1 1 7
Wilson, Ted 192
Winston, Steve 1 84
Winter, Morris 1 88
Withington, Martin 92,93
Witty, Shelly 1 86






Wong, John 1 1 8,1 38
Wong, Kathy 89
Wong, Shirley 150

























Young, Jean 1 1 7

















All of the people who ever called back, especially those who were too late and those who said,
“Ya, I wanna no bout ma pitchers.”

























the SAE who sloshed
over here during the
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